
Luminea Planet
BJ-LPLNT
Attractive luminous sphere

This large luminous sphere is a very attractive resource for hanging
from the ceiling or placed on the floor.

Interact with light as never before

Our Luminea planet can be used along with a 6 button, a giant
die (Sensory Cube), a colored mat (Sensory Step), or even with
the Luminea App (available for downloading) to control the colours of
the planet in a unique way.

What makes this amazing App even more attractive is that it allows
the user to control one or several Luminea devices and also
includes dozens of built-in activities. The interactivity of the App helps
us to achieve diverse therapeutic and/or educational objectives.
Use the fun and creative activities we have provided or easily create
your own activities with this App. It’s limitless!

 

Multiply its possibilities

Besides being part of a small sensory room, Luminea planet can also
be part of the SHX System as part of a more complete multisensory
environment, which multiplies the interactive possibilities within an
integrated system that incorporates the remaining devices within the
room, including projection, sound, etc. All the functionalities that the
SHX system offers, such as voice control, eye gazing, use of various
controllers including the SHX Mat, SHX Die, Button 6 and other access
devices are also possible with our Luminea planet.

  

Find out more about SHX Sensory Rooms and the authentic
immersive experience by clicking here.

➤ Download now our Multisensory Catalogue and discover sensory
rooms as you never imagined.

Useful for...

✔Cause-effect

https://bjliveat.com/shx-system/796-button-6.html
https://bjliveat.com/controllers/830-sensory-cube.html
https://bjliveat.com/controllers/830-sensory-cube.html
https://bjliveat.com/sensory-rooms/829-sensory-step.html
https://bjliveat.com/controllers/773-luminea-app.html
https://bjliveat.com/377-luminea
https://bjliveat.com/42-shx-system
https://bjliveat.com/42-shx-system
https://bjliveat.com/img/cms/BJLIVE_Multisensory_Catalogue.pdf


✔Attention and focus

✔Self-awareness

✔Election

✔Memory

✔Taking turns

✔Pretend play

✔Association

✔Communication

✔Social skills

        

Features

Decorative Planet

Compatible with the SHX System and Luminea

AUTO mode: colour changing (cycle) without any controller

Switch input  for AUTO mode & off

Switch input for sequential mode (cycle of 7 colours)

DMX 

Radio-frequency receiver is compatible with BJLive!
controllers

Double WiFi (both for configuration as well as for connecting
to the house/centre network)

Compatible with the Luminea App

Dimensions: 50 cm diammeter

It can be hung or placed on the ground
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